Kids Club! September 2020
Beginning Sept. 8th:
Tuesday & Thursday K-2nd grade 12:30-2:00
Wednesday & Friday 3rd-5th grade 12:30-2:00
Week of September

Art and Art History

Music

Life Skills

Sept. 8-11

Drawing and texture using pen &
ink. Inspiration for textureAlbrecht Dürer, shading and
fanciful imagination: M.C. Escher

Using simple percussion
instruments, students will create
rhythms as a group.

Threading a needle, sewing a
large button: two holes and four
holes

Sept. 15-18

Good dreams: Learn about the
Ojibwa people of Canada and
Northern United States, create an
artistic dreamcatcher.

Identify beats in different genre of
music; duplicate the beats

Using button sampler from week
1, create a pillow with a back and
a front. Seam the edges, and stuff
the pillow.

Sept. 22-25

One point perspective: Artists use
perspective to create the illusion
of space in a drawing or painting.
Grant Wood’s landscapes have a
foreground, a middle ground, and
a background. We will create
depth through a tunnel book.

Painting to music: Can you paint
Origami: Create a small lidded
the rhythm you hear? What does box out of origami. Leave a small
sound look like? Kandinsky heard surprise for someone to find!
each sound as a distinct color.
Let’s focus on the abstract overlap
of painting an image as we listen.

Sept. 29-30, Oct. 1-2

Pumpkins on Parade! The
community art project in Chicago
1999, “Cows on Parade,” has
traveled the world’s major cities.
At Art Time for Kids, we will make
a paper maché pumpkin, then
paint it with a planned theme.
Each child will design their own
pumpkin with colorful design

Musical Exploration: Did you
know that music is a language?
How do musicians write their
language? Can you read the
music?

The art of the instructional video.
All the kids have seen YouTube
tutorials on everything from “how
to make a PBJ” and beyond.
Each child will create their own
tutorial. Public speaking skills,
story structuring, and handy howto’s all at once!

